We study the radial symmetry and asymptotic behavior at x= of positive solutions of
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the radial symmetry and asymptotic behavior at x= of positive solutions of 2u=.(|x|) u * , x # R n and |x| large (1.1) above generality. However, under certain additional conditions on ., we will show that the answer to our question is yes. It is interesting to note that if the condition *>1 is weakened to * 1 then the answer to our question is no because a solution of 2u=u is u(x 1 , ..., x n )=e x 1 . We will divide our discussion of positive solutions of (1.1) into the following three mutually exclusive cases: Our results for these cases will be respectively given in Theorems 1, 2, and 3 of Section 2. Generally speaking, the smaller . is at the larger solutions of (1.1) can be at which increases the difficulty of our question. Thus the three cases above are listed in the order of decreasing difficulty. Moreover, severe difficulties occur in Case (I) when Two of the main accomplishments of this paper, imprecisely stated, are (i) there are functions .(r) with arbitrarily fast decay to zero as r Ä for which the answer to our question is yes, and
(ii) the answer to our question is yes provided .(r) does not oscillate too much as r Ä . These statements will be made precise in Remark 3 of Section 2. As in our previous paper [T1] on the equation 2u=e &|x| u 2 , x # R n and |x| large, our method of proof when (1.2) holds is ultimately based on an isoperimetric inequality for subsets of the sphere S
n&1
. However at a critical point in our calculations new methods are needed to allow for arbitrarily fast decay of .(r) to zero as r Ä (see the last half of the proof of Proposition 1 in Section 4).
Equations having the form of (1.1) occur in the Thomas Fermi theory of the electric field potential determined by the nuclear charge and distribution of electrons in an atom. Also, Eq. (1.1) with *=(n+2)Â(n&2) is known as the conformal scalar curvature equation because of its relevance to the problem of constructing a Riemannian metric conformally equivalent to a given one having a prescribed scalar curvature.
Under the Kelvin transform v( y)= |x| n&2 u(x), x= y | y| &2 Eq. where *>1 and ( \)=\ *(n&2)&n&2 .(\ &1 ) is continuous and positive for \ small and positive. Thus studying the radial symmetry at x= of positive solutions of (1.1) is equivalent to studing the radial symmetry at y=0 of positive solutions of (1.3). An early important result due to Veron [V1] is that all positive solutions of (1.3) with ( \)#1 are almost radial when | y| is small.
Other important results were obtained by Cheng and Ni [CN1] , who studied the radial symmetry at x= of positive solutions of
where *>1, }(x) is continuous and nonnegative on R n , and }(x)t |x| &l near , where l>2. A new feature of their work was that }(x) was only required to be almost radial near x= rather than exactly radial. The radial symmetry and asymptotic behavior of solutions of semilinear elliptic equations have also been studied in [B, BO, CGS, CL, ChLi, CN2, GNN, L, LN, M, V2] . Finally, many results on the asymptotic radiality of positive solutions of (1.1) with *=1 have been obtained by Murata [Mu] .
STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this section we state and discuss our results on positive solutions of (1.1). Our main results are Theorems 1, 2, and 3 below, which deal respectively with cases (I), (II), and (III) in the introduction.
where n 3 is an integer, *>1 is a constant, and, for some r 0 >0, .: 
where uÄ (r) is the average of u on the sphere |x| =r. Moreover, 1 L (:+1)Â(:&1) and either
as |x| Ä where c is some positive constant.
Remark 1. With regard to (2.5) and (i) in Theorem 1, we will show in the proof of Lemma 5 that (2.2) and (2.3) imply r 0 -(\) d\< .
Remark 2. Actually our proof of statement (ii) of Theorem 1 will show that (ii) can be improved to
if : n&1 = as |x| Ä for some constants c>0 and c 2 .
Remark 3. Let : [r 0 , ) Ä (0, ) be a continuously differentiable function. Using methods of the subject of regular variation (see the proof of Theorem 3.10.8 in [BGT] ) one can easily show that satisfies both r 0 -( \) d\< and (2.5) with L=1 if and only if
for some continuously differentiable function h: [r 0 , ) Ä (0, ) such that h$(r) Ä 0 as r Ä . In this case
and for each ; # R there exists r 1 >r 0 such that (r) r ; is strictly decreasing on [r 1 , ). Therefore, since there are functions h(r) as above which tend arbitrarily fast to zero as r Ä , we see that Theorem 1 allows .(r) to tend arbitrarily fast to zero as r Ä and allows solutions of (2.1) to tend arbitrarily fast to as |x| Ä . However conditions (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) do require that .(r) not oscillate to much as r Ä . for all :>0) for some ; # (1, ). In this case ;L=;+L. The tools needed for the proof of this statement along with a wealth of other material on the subject of regular variation can be found in [BGT] and [DH] . I am grateful to Edward Omey for pointing out to me how the subject of regular variation is related to the conditions on . in Theorem 1.
Note that``fewer'' functions .(r) satisfy (II) in the introduction than either (I) or (III). For example, if .(r)=r a , where a is a real constant, then .(r) satisfies (I) or (III) depending on whether a< &2 or a &2 respectively; however there are no values of a for which .(r) satisfies (II). Thus (II) is a boundary case between cases (I) and (III) and as such the general methods which work for cases (I) or (III) do not work for case (II). So we will restrict our discussion of case (II) to the simplest functions satisfying (II), namely those functions .(r) which behave like r &2 (log r) &a for r large where a>1. for some a>1. Then
where uÄ (r) is the average of u on the sphere |x| =r. Moreover either
where c is some positive constant. 
where uÄ (r) is the average of u on the sphere |x| =r. Moreover, either
as |x| Ä for some positive constant c, or
as |x| Ä for each positive radial solution u 0 (|x| ) of (2.9), depending on whether
is respectively finite or infinite. In the later case there do indeed exist positive radial solutions of (2.9), all of which are o(|x| 2&n ) as |x| Ä .
Remark 5. Theorem 3 is not true if the monotonicity condition on (r) is omitted, because in this case it follows from [T5, Example 3.14] that (2.9) can have radial solutions which tend to infinity as |x| Ä . However, if Theorem 3 is altered by omitting the monotonicity condition on (r) and by adding the condition that lim |x| Ä u(x)=0 to the problem (2.9) then the altered theorem is true, as the proof of Theorem 3 will show.
Remark 6. It follows from our results in [T5] that there do indeed exist radial solutions of (1.1) with each of the possible asymptotic behaviors listed in Theorems 1, 2, and 3.
If n, *, and . are as in Theorem 3 and .(r) is positive and continuous for r 0 then it follows from (2.10) and the maximum principle that there are no positive solutions of 2u=.(|x|) u * on the entire space R n . See also [N, Theorem 1.13$] and [Ln] . With regard to positive entire solutions in the setting of Theorem 1 or 2 we have Corollary 1 can be easily obtained from Theorems 1 and 2 as follows.
Proof of Corollary 1. Let T be a unitary operator on R n and let u T (x)=u(Tx). Since 2(u T )=(2u) T , we find that u T is also a solution of (2.12). Thus
and by Theorem 1 or 2,
It follows from (2.13a, b) and the maximum principle applied to u T &u that u T &u#0 on R n . Since T is an arbitrary unitary operator, u is radial about the origin. K
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we state and prove some results which will be needed in the next section to prove Theorems 1, 2, and 3.
The following lemma's proof, which requires an isoperimetric inequality for subsets of the unit sphere
where f and (1& f ) f are respectively the averages of f and (1& f ) f on S n .
Corollary 2. Let * > 1. There exist positive constants C = C(n, *) and
where h and h&h * are respectively the averages of h and h&h
, f =h , and (1& f ) f=(1&h) h. Thus, when *=2, Corollary 2 follows from Lemma 1. Corollary 2 for arbitrary *>1 follows from the inequality
for *>1 and 0 h 1. K
The method of proof of the following lemma is due to Veron [V1, Lemma 1.5].
Lemma 2. Suppose that u(x) is a positive C 2 function defined in [x # R n : |x| >r 0 ] for some r 0 >0 and that
for some positive constant C which is independent of r.
. By Harnack's inequality (see [GT, Theorem 8.20 
where r= | y|, C=[C(n)] r&+1 , and
3) is independent of r. Since the sphere
|y| =r] can be covered by a finite number (independent of r) of balls of radius rÂ8 with centers on S r , (3.3) implies (3.2). K
where n 3 is an integer, r 0 is a positive constant, and :
where | n&1 is the surface area of S n&1 . Furthermore, if
Proof. Since
Eq. (3.4) follows from the formula
which is the well known expression for the potential at x # R n due to a uniform distribution of electrical charge on the surface of the sphere centered at the origin of radius r.
Next, suppose (3.5) holds. Then
Thus (3.6) follows from (3.4). K (1) as |x| Ä and |2u(x)| (|x| ) for |x| >r 0 (3.8)
where : (r 0 , ) Ä [0, ) is a measurable function satisfying
for some constant c. Moreover (i) if u(x) and 2u(x) are both nonnegative for |x| r 0 and c=0 then
as |x| Ä for some constants c 1 and c 2 .
Proof. Let
where | n&1 is the surface area of S n&1 . It follows from (3.8), (3.9), and Lemma 3 that
Thus (u(x)&V(x))=O(1) as |x| Ä and 2(u&V)=0 for |x| >r 0 .
Hence by well-known results on isolated singularities of harmonic functions (see [Do, page 62]), we have for some constants c and d that
as |x| Ä . (3.14)
Thus from (3.13) we obtain (3.10). With regard to statement (i) in Lemma 4, if u(x) and 2u(x) are both nonnegative for |x| r 0 and c=0 then V(x) 0 for |x| r 0 and thus from (3.14) we obtain (3.11).
With regard to statement (ii) in Lemma 4, suppose (3.12) holds. For
It follows from (3.8) and Lemma 3 that
where
is independent of x and
by (3.12). Thus (u(x)&v(x, M))=O(1) as |x| Ä and
Hence, as above,
where for each fixed M r 0 , b(M) and k(M) are constants and
Using (3.15), (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18) the following statements can be easily established:
where n 3 is an integer, *>1 is a constant, and the function . is as in Theorem 1. Then 1 L (:+1)Â(:&1) and
where w(r)=log z(r) and
where b=(1+(n&2) l) 1Â(*&1) .
Proof. First note for r r 0 that (3.25) by (2.2) and (2.3). For r r 0 let
Suppose L>(:+1)Â(:&1). Then for some r 1 >r 0 we have by (3.28) that
:&1 for r r 1 .
It follows easily from this inequality that Integrating this inequality from r 1 to r we obtain
for r r 1 by (3.27). This contradiction gives L 1. It follows from (3.28) that (3.29) and it follows from (3.26) and (3.27) that
Hence, letting
we have
Thus, since a solution of
is u= yÄ (|x| ) where which is equivalent to (3.23).
Since u= yÄ (|x| ) is a solution of (3.31a, b) we have (r n&1 yÄ $(r))$=r n&1 (r) yÄ (r) * >0 for r large.
However r n&1 yÄ $(r){O(1) as r Ä for otherwise yÄ (r)=O(1), which contradicts the fact that u= yÄ (|x| ) satisfies (3.31b). Thus Hence by L'hopitals rule we have
by (3.33), (2.3), and (3.30). Thus (3.24) holds and
by (3.33) and (3.29).
Since u= yÄ (|x|)=be f ( |x| ) is a solution of (3.31a) we have
By (3.32) we find yÄ $(r)
as r Ä (3.38) by (3.29). Hence
as r Ä (3.39)
by (3.33), and (3.34). But since u=z(|x|)=e w(|x|) is a solution (3.19a) we have similar to (3.38) that
by (3.39) and (3.35).
Finally, since z(r)=e w(r) we have and for each positive integer k, y k (|x| ) tends to a finite limit as |x| Ä . Thus for each positive integer k, it follows from the maximum principle that u(x)> y k (|x| ) for |x| r 1 . Hence (3.45) and (3.46) imply that u(x) Ä as |x| Ä . K
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1, 2, AND 3
In this section we prove Theorems 1, 2, and 3, but first we will need two propositions. The core of the proof of Theorem 1 is contained in the proof of the following proposition. Proof. Let z(r) be as in Lemma 6. Then z(r) satisfies the hypotheses of, and hence the conclusions of, Lemma 5.
In order to prove Proposition 1, it suffices, by Lemma 2, to show
If 0<l (*&1)Â(:&1), where l is as defined in Lemma 5, then it follows from (3.41) that
as |x| Ä by (3.22). Thus we can and will complete the proof of Proposition 1 by establishing (4.2) when l=0. for r large. Also, since u(x) and z(|x| ) satisfy (2.1) we find that h(x) satisfies
where, by (4.4) A portion of the remainder of our proof of Proposition 1 will consist of a series of lemmas, the first of which is Proof. By (4.6) there exists r 1 >0 such that w(r) and w$(r) are positive for r r 1 . Choose r 2 >r 1 such that
.
Then for r r 2 we have
Thus for each r r 2 there exists a unique D=D(r) # (0, r&r 1 ) such that
because as functions of D on [0, r&r 1 ] the left side of (4.19) is strictly increasing and the right side of (4.19) is non-increasing. Also, for r r 2 , we have
=o(r) as r Ä by (4.6).
It follows from (4.7) and (4.14) that by (3.21). Let d(r)=D(r)Â-n where D(r) is as in Lemma 8 and let Q be the cube in R n centered at x 0 with faces parallel to the coordinate hyperplanes and with side length 2d(|x 0 | ). Note that the diagonal length of Q is 2D(|x 0 | ). It follows from Lemma 8, (4.21), and standard gradient estimates for Poisson's equation [GT, Eq. (3.15) 
Lemma 9 therefore follows from (3.41), (4.9), (4.4), and the quotient rule. K Since |x| =r h(x) dS is larger than the volume of the cone whose height is h M (r)=max |x| =r h(x) and whose base has radius h M (r)Âmax |x| =r |{h(x)| it follows from Lemma 9 that
for r large where C=C(n)>0. Thus
where h (r) is the average of h on the sphere |x| =r. Hence, in order to prove (4.8), and thereby complete the proof of Proposition 1, it suffices to prove Averaging (4.11) and using (4.12) and (4.13) we see for r large that
where h&h * (r) is the average of h&h * on the sphere |x| =r.
Lemma 10. For r large we have
where C=C(n, *)>0.
Proof. If, for some r, max |x| =r h(x)< 1 2 then
Let T be the set of all r such that (4.10) holds and max |x| =r h(x) 1 2 . Then for each r # T, there exists x r # R n such that |x r | =r and h(x r )= 1 2 . Since, for r # T, |x| =r (h&h * ) dS is larger than the volume of the cone whose height is Proof. By (4.24), if h $(r 0 )=0 for some r 0 then h "(r 0 )<0. Hence h cannot assume a local minimum. Thus h is monotone for r large.
Suppose h $(r) 0 for r large. Then by (4.6), (4.23), (4.24), and Lemma 10, we have
<0
for r large (4.27)
where C=C(n, *)>0. Multiplying (4.27) by e 2w(r) and integrating the resulting inequality from r 1 to r we obtain
for r>r 1 and r 1 large. Thus by (4.14), where C=C(n)>0. Also, by (4.6) we have e w(r) >r n for r large. It therefore follows from (4.28) and (4.29) that w$(r) e w(r)Â (n&2) for r large. 
and C=C(n, *, A)>0. It therefore follows from (4.6), Lemma 11, and (4.24) that
for r large. 
Proof. Substituting (4.48) in (4.38), multiplying the resulting inequality by e 4s , integrating the resulting inequality from a to s, and noting by (4.44) that g$(a) 0 we obtain
by Lemma 12, because (4.40) . Dividing this inequality by e 
Let s 2 >s 1 be fixed. If
then G(s 2 )= g(s 2 ) and thus (4.50) holds with s=s 2 . Suppose
Then by (4.51) and (4.52) there exist real numbers a and b such that s 1 <a<s 2 <b and
for a s b with equality if and only if s # [a, b] . It therefore follows from (4.43) that 
by (4.40). K It follows from (4.38) and Lemma 14 that there exist positive constants s 0 and C=C(n, *, A) such that g(s) is a positive solution of
on the interval [s 0 , ). (The value of C in (4.56) may be larger than the value of C in (4.38). See our remark after (4.42).) Let y(s) be the solution of
where C is as in (4.56). Let
for some positive continuous function #:
where _ 2 <_ 1 <0 are the roots of the quadratic equation _ 2 +4_+(1ÂC)=0. (We can and will assume C 1 so that the roots _ 1 and _ 2 are negative and distinct.) Thus (1) as |x| Ä where n 3 is an integer, *>1 is a constant, and, for some r 0 >0, Then, for some positive constant c, either 
